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Introduction

Healthcare as we know it has changed. No longer do patients rely 
on tradition and accept a passive role in healthcare choices. We are 
more involved and approach decision-making as informed and 
competent customers. We expect top quality care and procedures 
from healthcare providers and we demand high-level customer 
service that is fast, informed, effi  cient and safe. 

As health care customers think diff erently, so too must healthcare 
providers. When you treat your patients as your customers you show 
them that you consider their feelings, needs and desires as integral to 
your health care practices. You show them that you care and that you 
are willing to do whatever it takes to exceed their expectations. 
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A staff  and organization dedicated to creating the ultimate patient 
experience will distinguish itself from the competition and ensure 
customer loyalty. Today’s patients are customers. All customers – 
regardless of what they are buying - have certain expectations for 
service when they make purchasing decisions. 

Make no mistake, healthcare is possibly the most important purchase 
we can make. Add that to the fact that decisions oft en involve 
large expenses. Your patients’ expectations for service when in the 
healthcare arena refl ect that fi nancial signifi cance. Th ey expect the 
same care and service they would receive when purchasing a car, an 
appliance or investing in their retirement.

Patients and providers all seek the same thing – customer satisfaction. 
A satisfi ed patient is the best advertisement for your organization 
and the services you provide. Many healthcare providers are usually 
the face of a practice. Patients want to make personal connections. 
When satisfi ed with your service, they will faithfully return and oft en 
recommend your healthcare organization to friends, family and even 
strangers online. 
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It all begins with you.

Th roughout the Healthcare With Feelings program we will discuss 
six core skills that you can employ to help create the ultimate patient 
experience: 

1. Feeling Good About Yourself

 Self-confi dence and self-esteem can help you create positive 
relationships with your patients and co-workers. 

2. Practicing Habits of Courtesy

 How you interact can be as important as what you say. 

3. Utilizing Positive Communication

 Positive communication techniques can help you meet patient 
needs, operate with less friction and diff use complex situations.

4. Performing to the Best of Your Abilities

 True engagement improves performance and allows you to 
deliver extraordinary care. 

5. Active Listening

 How you listen to your patient is oft en the best way to show you 
care. 

6. Continuous Learning

 You can always get better and learn diff erent ways to care for and 
support your patients. 

Healthcare With Feelings and these six core skills will help you 
improve your confi dence, self-image, and engagement. We want you 
to take a positive look at your role, your performance, and yourself.
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Th e program is separated into 12 parts - this introduction and 11 
additional areas of emphasis. Each chapter will lead you through 
the Healthcare With Feeling process and give you the knowledge 
and skills you need to create an ultimate experience for all of your 
patients. In this program we will cover:

1. Th e Healthcare Customer Experience

 What is the ultimate patient experience? 

2. Understanding the Modern Healthcare Customer

 How you can better understand your patients, what they need, 
and what they expect from you.

3. Cultivating a Positive Self-Image

 What do you need to do in order to feel and project a positive 
self-image. 

4. Understanding the Importance of First Impressions, Feedback 

and Online Reviews

 Why fi rst impressions matter and how you can put your best foot 
forward. 

5. Putting Healthcare Customers and Th eir Families First

 Ways healthcare providers can put their customers fi rst - in all 
aspects of the healthcare experience.

6. Building Eff ective Relationships

 What makes an eff ective relationship between patient and 
provider. 
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7. Positive Communication Techniques

 What is the diff erence between a positive and a negative 
communications approach. 

8. Th e Quality of the Care You Provide

 What is quality care, what does your patient expect and how can 
you provide it. 

9. Staying Engaged and Exceeding Expectations

 Exceeding expectations so your patients happily spread positive 
word-of-mouth experiences to their family, friends, and 
associates. 

10. Providing Quality Care to Your Colleagues

 How to develop highly functional and eff ective teams among 
staff  and providers in your practice. 

11. Handling Dissatisfi ed Customer Situations in the Healthcare 

Setting

 How to respond when patient’s needs are not met or something 
interferes with patient satisfaction.
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Mastering these techniques can take time and eff ort. Be diligent. 
Implement caring communication, focus on these 11 areas of 
emphasis, and incorporate the 6 core skills into your daily routine. 
Practice these techniques consistently. 

With practice, you will absorb these concepts into your life and your 
improved performance will stand out. When this happens your life 
will become easier, more rewarding, more enjoyable, and more fun. 
And notably, work will be more pleasant.

Most healthcare jobs are challenging and stressful. Rather than 
working together, people sometimes take a self-centered attitude - 
‘what’s in it for me’. It’s easy to say that we must eliminate this negative 
outlook, but how do we replace it. You can begin by improving your 
team relations, becoming more customer-centered and focus on 
creating the ultimate patient experience.

When you do your job with commitment, enthusiasm and energy, 
look out! People will respect you and enjoy working with you. No 
matter what your job, your interactions should show your respect, 
care and support. Th is is simply good business. Th at is the number 
one priority – what you will be expected to practice every day.
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Assignment: 

Personal Goal Statement

Answer the following questions and refer to this worksheet to remind 
you of your goals and their relationship to the quality care you can 
provide to both customers and co-workers:

(Th is exercise, like many others following each chapter, is for your use 
alone - to be shared later only if you choose.)

1. List two things you'd like to learn that would make your job 
easier:

 1.

 2.

2. List which job-related skills you'd like to improve:
 1.

 2.

3. List one work attitude you'd like to change:

4. List one thing you could do to make your work environment 
more constructive or positive:

5. List the name of one co-worker you'd like to get along with better 
in the future:
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6. List a service skill you'd like to improve:

7. List one skill you'd like to develop to help you deal with diffi  cult 
situations involving your colleagues and clients:

8. One year from now, how would you like your job to be diff erent 
from what it is today?
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INTRODUCTION -

Points to Remember

• Self-confi dence helps to create positive relationships with 
your patients and co-workers.

• Positive communications strengthen relationships, 
enabling you to better meet patient needs and operate with 
less friction.

• Performing to the best of your abilities helps you provide 
the best quality healthcare you can deliver.

• Active listening and engagement helps you center your 
care around a patient or co-worker.

• Continuous learning is the path to improved performance. 
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CHAPTER ONE:

The Healthcare 

Customer 

Experience

Th roughout this book we will discuss the experience of today’s 
healthcare patient. 

Modern healthcare patients see themselves as customers. Th ey 
consume your healthcare services like they would anything else 
they buy– whether its shopping for clothing, fi ne dining, or home 
remodeling. Th e fi rst step in creating the ultimate healthcare customer 
experience is to consider your patients as your clients or customers. 
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We are all customers. As such we have expectations for service. When 
you are shopping in a store, you don’t want to be greeted rudely – 
or ignored completely. Your patients have the same expectations for 
service from your healthcare organization. 

Healthcare customers defi ne quality care based on their “experience”. 
Of course, the outcome of any medical treatment is crucial, but 
customers also seek empathetic and engaged healthcare workers. 
Oft en your patients will ask themselves: Was I treated with dignity 
and respect at each point of my interaction with this healthcare 
provider?

Th ink about the last time you interacted, as a patient, with a healthcare 
provider. From the time you called to schedule your appointment 
to the moment when you paid the fi nal bill, how many nurses, 
receptionists, doctors, and staff  members did you encounter? Were 
you treated well? 

Each of these interactions is an opportunity for healthcare providers 
to make patients feel special. Were these opportunities seized? Each 
of these interactions shapes your customers perception of the overall 
experience and the quality of the care. So really it’s a simple formula: 
good care plus respectful treatment equals customer satisfaction. 

Now, let’s consider what infl uences how patients perceive the care 
they receive: 

• Th e service provided by your healthcare staff .
• Th e quality of the care received.
• Th eir overall satisfaction with your organization. 

To off er the best quality service, you must understand who your 
patients are, what they need, and what they expect from you. 
Only then are you equipped to provide them with the exceptional 
experience they expect and deserve.
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Perform to the best of your abilities

Excellence is a standard of performance. Your organization must 
hold everyone – at every point in the customer encounter – to the 
highest standard of care. You deliver by performing to the best of 
your abilities.

Enhance your patient interactions by improving your performance 
in four main skill-areas.

1. COLLABORATION: Consider yourself a partner with the 
patient.

2. LISTENING: Listen closely to your patient and provide 
understandable answers.

3. COURTESY: Treat your patient with respect.

4. EMPATHY: Treat your patient as you would like to be treated.

Th ese concepts may seem basic, but are impossible to achieve 
without persistent eff ort. When you excel in these four skill-areas 
you set yourself apart as a healthcare provider who inspires patient 
satisfaction. Aft er all, your goal is to provide a positive experience.

Perception of healthcare providers

Patients today have an evolved perception of their healthcare provider. 
In the past healthcare providers worked with low-information 
healthcare customers who took medical treatment advice at face value. 
Patients were less engaged and were most likely to empower their 
provider. Th ey selected their doctors, clinics, hospitals and healthcare 
facilities based on family precedence and recommendations. Th ey 
trusted their providers and were more accepting of long wait-times, 
poor scheduling, and limited face-to-face interaction. Th ey readily 
accepted an attitude of, “that’s just the way it is.”
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Today’s patients are better-informed 

Today’s healthcare customer is more assertive, demanding and 
informed. Customers are engaged with their healthcare providers, 
and feel empowered to make their own decisions. We ask questions 
and search for answers. Above all, we will not settle for the sub-
standard service. Nor should we be expected to.

Technology provides easy access to more information. Patients 
commonly utilize social media and online review websites to 
determine which healthcare providers they’ll visit, and which to 
avoid entirely. Smart phones allow patients to quickly and easily 
access online-rating scores and make an informed decision in an 
instant. People are seeking knowledge... and the information is oft en 
at their fi ngertips.

Today, we live in a fast-paced customer service industry, which has 
reshaped our expectations of treatment. Customers are more in-tune 
with the cost of care and the value they want to receive. If a patient 
is seeking an elective procedure, off ered by two separate healthcare 
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providers at the same cost, the patient instinctively defaults to the 
provider with better ratings and referrals. 
 
Feelings impact buying decisions

Patients make healthcare service buying decisions based on their 
feelings and information they collect, just like customers for any other 
goods and services. No matter what role you have as a healthcare 
provider, you must off er quality service and always consider patients’ 
feelings. When you put their feelings fi rst, they are more likely to 
have a positive experience.

We make choices as customers several times a day. When we walk into 
a retail store, go to an auto mechanic, a restaurant, or seek medical 
service, we anticipate respect, courtesy, consideration, support and 
help. We expect to be treated as a “valued customer”. As customers, 
your patients share this sentiment and have the same expectations.

Th e advertising, website, location and level of service your organization 
off ers will attract a patient before you even have the chance to form 
a personal relationship. Your advertising is the fi rst point of contact 
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and must be exactly aligned with your organization’s values and 
ideals. When your patient decides to give you an opportunity to form 
a personal relationship, your eff orts have succeeded.

Speed of service matters

When providing service to a patient, time is always of the essence. 
No one likes to wait, but most people will accept waiting if they know 
you are moving quickly to provide care. Fast and effi  cient customer 
service shows your patients and your organization that you value 
their time. 

Feelings motivate actions

A patient forms feelings during the fi rst visit to a providers’ offi  ce. 
Your customers will consider what you do to ensure a pleasant 
experience – they will look to see if it is easy to do business with your 
practice. Patients expect you to take their feelings into account. Th ey 
expect to be treated with respect, compassion and dignity.  
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Th ink about some of your negative perceptions. When, as a customer, 
you have a negative experience, how likely are you to return to that 
business. In general, you stay away from negative people who make 
your life diffi  cult. If your expectations of service are not met, you go 
elsewhere.   

Oft en we make buying decisions based on how we feel about the 
provider. When you provide healthcare, your service helps customers 
decide to come back and bring their business to you. By working 
to improve yourself and your patient interactions, you set yourself 
apart as a healthcare provider that truly cares and inspires patient 
satisfaction.
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Assignment

1. List the top fi ve things you do at your job that directly aff ect 
customers? Explain.

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

2. What part of your job do you think indirectly aff ects your 
customers?

3. Is providing quality care the most important, fairly important, or 
the least important part of your job? Why?

4. Do you feel that your organization supports you in providing 
quality care and creating the ultimate experience for your 
patients? How?

5. What skills do you think you need to improve upon to provide 
the type of quality care your patients need and deserve?
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6. What can you do to support your co-workers in providing for 
your patients’ needs?

7. In the high-paced healthcare environment, what can you do to 
improve your interactions with others during pressure situations 
that you aren't currently doing?

8. How can your organization better support you during times of 
increased stress and activity?
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CHAPTER ONE REVIEW - 

Points to Remember

• Today’s patients are more in-tune with the cost of care and 
the value they want to receive

• Patients defi ne quality of care in large part based on their 
experience

• Modern healthcare patients expect to be treated as valued 
customers

• When you improve yourself and your patient interactions, 
you set yourself apart as a provider who inspires customer 
satisfaction

• Perform to the best of your abilities to ensure the ultimate 
customer experience


